We develop a type~theoretic approach to program specification and data refinement and show that a type theory with a strong logical power and nice structural mechanisms provides an adequate formalism for modular development of programs and specifications. Specification of abstract data types is considered and a notion of abstract implementation between specifications is defined in the type theory and studied as a basis for correct and modular development of programs by stepwise refinement. The higher-order structural mechanisms in the type theory provide useful and flexible tools (specification operations and parameterized specifications) for modular design and structured specification. Refinement maps (programs and design decisions) and proofs of implementation correctness can be developed by means of the existing proof development systems based on type theories.
Introduction
Program specification and modular program development by stepwise refinement has been an interesting research area in computer science (see, for example, [Hoa72, LZ75, GHM76, GTW78, BG80, EFH83, MSV83, EM85, FGJM85, Wit86, Jon86, ST87, ST88a, WB89] among the enormous literature). Various formal abstraction mechanisms (e.g., algebraic specifications) have been studied to provide good methodology and tools which can be used to apply the useful principles of software development like separation of concerns and divide-and-conquer and to guarantee the correctness of programs with respect to their specifications.
Type theories (e.g., Martin-LSf's type theory [ML75, ML84] , the Automath type theory [dB80], Nuprl's type theory [C+86] , and Coquand-ttuet's calculus of constructions [CH88] ) were mainly developed for foundation and formalization of mathematics. Since the work by Martin-L6f, it has become known that type theories can also provide basic mechanisms for programming and program specification (c.f., [M L82, N PSg0] ).
For instance, program derivation has been studied in various type theories [NPS90, BCM89, PM89] . However, although it is known that a type theory may be used as a programming and specification language, some important topics concerning modular design and structured specification (for example, abstract implementation and modular refinement) have not been paid enough attention in type~theoretic settings and the potential of type theory has not been well developed in this area.
In this paper, we develop a type-theoretic approach to program specification and data refinement and show that a type theory with nice structural mechanisms provides an adequate formalism for both modular design by data refinement and structured specification.
The type theory that we work with in this paper is the Extended Calculus of Constructions (ECC) [Luo89a, Luo90a] . As a formal system, ECC extends the calculus of constructions [CH88] with predicative type universes and ~-types (strong sum); it may also be seen as an extension of Martin-L~f's type theory with universes [ML75] by an impredicative universe (higher-order logic). However, different from MartinLSf's type theory and the calculus of constructions~ the incorporation of both an impredicative universe and predicative universes enhances a conceptual distinction between the notion of logical formulae (propositions) and that of sets (data types); this basic idea leads to a unifying theory of dependent types which provides not only strong logical power but also adequate abstraction mechanisms for pragmatic applications. One of the pragmatic motivations of the development of the theory ECC was to consider applications to program specification and abstract reasoning. The higher-order structural and logical mechanisms (E-types and type universes, in particular) prove to be very useful for abstract reasoning [Luo89b] and program specification, the latter of which is discussed in this paper (also see IBM90]).
A speci~caffon in the type theory consists of (a pair of) a type, whose objects are the possible structures (program modules) which may realize the specification, and a predicate over the structure type, which specifies the properties that any realization should satisfy. In particular, the structure type of a specification of an abstract data type (say of stacks) can he defined as a E-type each of whose objects has as its components a type (of stacks) associated with an explicit congruence relation (between stacks) and certain operations (corresponding to the empty stack, push operation, etc.); the predicate over the structure type would specify the required properties including that the associated binary relation (between stacks) is a congruence. (Using an explicit congruence rather than a built-in equality is both adequate concerning about the semantics and important for stepwise abstract refinement. See section 3.) The semantics is straightforward and 'modeltheoretic' in the sense that a reMizaffon of a specification is simply a structure (an object of the structure type) which satisfies the required properties.
In order to discuss program development by stepwise refinement, we formalize a notion of abstract implementation between specifications which is similar to the notion of theory morphism for abstract reasoning (see [TL88, Lno89b] ) and the notion of 'deliverables' by Burstall (see [BM90] ). A specification SP refines to (or is implemented by) another specification SP ~ through a refinement map p (a function from the structure type of SP ~ to that of SP) if the images of p over the realizations of SP ~ are realizations of SP. In such a case, the refinement map is an incomplete program which expresses the design decisions made in the refinement step. This implementation relation composes vertica~y (c.~.~ [BG80] ) and hence satisfies the basic requirement for stepwise development of programs.
Based on the notion of abstract implementation, we further discuss methodological issues in software development and show that the higher-order structural mechanisms in the type theory nicely support modular design and structured specification. E-types support decomposiffon of specifications into independent specifications (which may possibly share some common parts). We also identify two general classes of specification operations, called constructors and selectors~ which are monotone with respect to the implementation relation and can be used both in structured design by modular refinement and in structuring requirements specifications.
The higher-order facilities in the type theory naturally supports parameterized specifications. A notion of implementation between parameterized specifications is defined and it is shown to compose vertically. When a parameterized specification is monotone with respect to the implementation relation between specifications, the property of horizontal composition (c.f., [BGS0] ) holds and the design principle of divide-and-conquer can be applied as well.
The type-theoretic approach to specification and data refinement is simple and the higher-order mecha~sms in the type theory provide powerful and useful supports in various aspects of modular development of programs and specifications. Note that the type theory provides one formal system in which specifications, programs and their implementation relationships can be uniformly formalized and discussed. Such an 'internalization' has an immediate benefit that refinement maps (programs and design decisions) as well as proofs of implementation correctness can be developed (interactively) in a proof development system like Lego [Po189, LPT89] , in which the type theory ECC is implemented. (In fact, all of the examples and propositions in this paper have been checked in the Lego system.) By this, we seem to have gained a good compromise between traditional model-theoretic approaches to specification semantics and the need to implement set theory in order to verify implementation correctness. We relate our type-theoretic approach to that of algebraic specifications, in particular by relating the notion of implementation to that of constructor implementation developed by Sannella and Tarlecki [ST88b] .
In section 2, we briefly introduce the type theory used in this paper. Section 3 discusses specifications, specification of abstract data types, and the notion of abstract implementation. The issues about modular design and specification operations are dealt with in section 4, and parameterized specifications and their implementations are discussed in section 5. The work reported here is in progress; several further research topics are discussed in the conclusion.
The Extended Calculus of Constructions
As we have mentioned in the introduction, the type theory ECC [Luo89a, Luo90a] is a natural combination of Martin-L6f's type theory [ML75] and the calculus of constructions [CH88] , based on the idea that there should be clear distinction between the notion of sets (data types) and that of logical formulae. The type system has good proof-theoretic properties (Church-Rosser, strong normalization, decidability and the others, see [Luo89a, Luo90a] for details) and a set-theoretic (realizability) model can be found in [Luo89b] .
ECC is implemented in the proof development system Lego [Po189, LPT89], which supports resolution-style interactive proof development. In this section, we give a brief and informal explanation of the type theory and introduce some notational conventions used in this paper.
We start by introducing the basic concepts and general rules. A context is a list of assumptions written in the form xl:A1,...,z,:A n (n _> 0). There are two forms of judgements. The validity (well-formedness) of contexts is asserted by judgements of the form 'F valid' whose defivablUty is given by the following rules: Figure 1 , where A is an arbitrary type, P1 and P2 are arbitrary propositions and P is an arbitrary predicate over A (a predicate over type A is a propositional function of type A ~ Prop). =A as defined in Figure 1 is the so-called LeJbniz's equality (between objects of type A). The Leibniz's equality reflects the basic computational equality (conversion) (that is, two closed terms are Leibniz's equal if and only if they are convertible [Luo90a]) and hence can be used to give adequate specifications of programs for concrete data types. The normalization theorem of the type system entails the consistency of the embedded logic [Luo90a]; furthermore, it is shown in [LuoP0b] that this embedded logic is a conservative extension of the intuitionistic higher-order predicate logic (e.[., [Chu40] technique has been developed [Hue87, HP89, Polg0] to ease the tension of worrying about universe levels so that, in practice, one can omit the universe levels to write Type instead of Type~. This is nicely implemented in the proof development system Lego [Po189, LPT89]. With such a facility, to ~sume X:Type in a context is in some sense equivalent to assume that X be an arbitrary type. One cau also quantify over Type to talk about 'aU types', bearing in mind that it is the machine who does the work to avoid universe circularity (by giving an error message when it occurs). In this paper, we shall adopt such a principle of 'typical ambiguity' to omit the universe subscripts.
Specifications and Data Refinement in Type Theory
It is well-known that in type theories one can specify programs (c.f., [ML82, NP83, NPS90] ). For example,
in Martin-LSf's type theory, a specification of sorting programs for lists of natural numbers may be defined as follows:
The adequacy of such specifications (i.e., Sorting does specify the sorting programs) is in particular based on the fact that the propositional equality used in them reflects the computational equality, i.e., two closed programs are equal under the propositional equality if and only if they are computationally equal. (The need for this will become clear if one gives a full description of the predicate sorted in the above example). In ECC, Leibniz's equality (see section 2) can be used to describe the computational equality (conversion) based on an equality reflection result (see [Luo90a] ). In Martin-LSf's type theory with weak intensional equality (see [NPS90] ), the weak equality can be used to describe computation since it reflects the definitional equality. 4
Note that specifications like the above directly specify programs for concrete data types (built-in in a type theory). Considering (large) program development by stepwise refinement, we are more interested in specifications of abstract data types with loose semantics. T-types provide a good mechanism to describe abstract structures and can be used to describe abstract data types. (See [NPS90] for an example of this, where the weak equality in Martin-LSf's type theory is used as the equality of the abstract data type.)
However, carefully considering the (loose) semantics of abstract data types and the methodology of data refinement for program development, one will find out that specification of abstract data types has different requirements from those of programs for concrete data types discussed above. In particular, the equality over the abstract type should not be specified by a built-in equality like Lelbniz's equality in our system (or the weak/strong equality in Martin-L6f's type theories); otherwise, we would not be able to refine a specification of an abstract data type to another in a stepwise way as expected and the best we could do would be to give a concrete realization of the specification.
~In Maxtin-LSf's type theory with strong extensional equality [ML84], the strong equality is essentially equivalent to the judgemental equality and the latter could be viewed as computational equality. Note that in the discussion here, we have taken a simple view without considering issues like observational equivalence. Therefore, instead of using a built-in equality as the equality for the carrier of an abstract data type, we associate the carrier type with an explicitly specified congruence relation to represent the intended equality.
In what follows, after briefly explaining a general setting for specifications and semantics, we show by example how abstract data types can be specified, and then~ we define a notion of abstract implementation between specifications and show how abstract refinement works.
Specifications and abstract data t y p e s
A specification in the type theory consists of (a pair of) a type, whose objects are the possible structures (program modules) which may realize the specification, and a predicate over the type, which specifies the properties that the realizations of the specification should satisfy. [] Remark Note that a specification is not just a type, but a pair. The pragmatic significance of this is that we can separate computational contents (expressed by the structure type of a specification) from the axiomatic requirements for the programs (see also a remark in section 3.2). Such a separation is also the idea by Burstall on deliverables [BM90] and that for mathematical theories [Luo89b] . o
The semantics of specifications is detern~ned by the type theory, as the following notions of realization and model give. A 'setoid' is a type together with a binary relation over the type. As we already mentioned above, an abstract type is always associated with a binary relation, which is a congruence relation as specified in the axiom part of specifications and is used to represent the intended equality over the abstract type.
Example 3.3 (Stack) A specification of stacks (of natural numbers) can be given as follows: stands for the following proposition expressing that the binary relation between stacks is a congruence:
Note that, in the above example, we only require that the equality Eq between stacks be a congruence.
This enables further refinement of the specification by another (for example, arrays of natural numbers, see below). If we had instead used Leibniz's equality, such an abstract refinement would not be possible.
Data refinement and implementation
A notion of (abstract) Remark Note that refinement maps are incomplete programs and incorporate various design decisions dur- and, the composition of the correctness proofs for each step wilt give the proof ~at r o is a realization of SPo.
This justifies the fact that the implementation relation composes vertically (e.f., [BG80] ). . This is possible because we have associated the explicit congruences in the specifications rather than using a fixed equality for the abstract type.
p defined above is indeed a refinement map f~om Array(N) to Stack(N).
Fact 3.7 Stack(N) ==~p Array(N).
An obviously important issue in a refinement development of programs is that the correctness of the (abstract) implementations must be verified. In other words, the satisfaction condition must be proved.
Proof development systems based on type theories like Lego [Pot89, LPT89] can be used to verify the correctness of implementation. The above fact of implementation correctness has been formally checked in
Logo; in fact, we have used Lego to develop the refinement map interactively on the machine.
Modular Design and Structured Specification
Modular design and structured specification have been generally accepted as two related useful methodologies for software development. There are two issues here. First, given a requirements specification to be implemented, programmers use principles llke divide-and-conquer and stepwise refinement to decompose and refine the specification until they reach desirable low-level specifications which can he concretely implemented by, say efficient enough, software modules. This is the process of modular design, which may involve many intermediate design specifications, probably proposed by some chief programmers and further implemented separately by others. Secondly, to get a good requirements specification of a large software system, people must structure the specification in a modular way so that it is understandable and may suggest some possible design decisions.
Having given a notion of implementation in the last section, we discuss in this section modular design and structured specification in our type-theoretic approach (parameterized specifications are discussed in section 5). In particular, we consider various specification operations 5 which can be used either in structured design by refinement or in structuring requirements specifications. An important property of such specification operations is the monotouicity with respect to the implementation relation (see below), which will ensure independent further refinements of the argument specifications (the so-caUed horizontal composition property [BG80] ).
4.1

Decomposition and sharing
Using the principle of divide-and-conquer in a design process, developers often decompose a specification into several independent ones (with clear interfaces) so that they can be implemented separately and their 5A speci/ication opers~ion is a function which ta~es specifications (and possibly some other kinds of objects) ~ ~rsuments and ~eturns a specification as the result of application. Specification operations can also be seen as parameterized specitications.
See section 5.
realizations can be put together to get a realization of the original specification. Considering this, one might think that the notion of implementation given in the last section is over-simplified since at first appearance it seemed to cover only the situations where a single line of refinement is pursued. In fact, this is not the case.
Using the notion of implementation and E-types in our type theory, one can do specification decomposition by considering the following specification operation. (This also gives us a gnnple example to explain why the monotonicity of specification operations offers the independency for further refinements.) 
AxISP ® SP'](~) =d~ Ax[SP](~,(s)) S~ Ax[S~](~(s))
The (infiz) specification operation ® is of type S P E C --* S P E C ~ S P E C . o
The idea to use the above specification operation to decompose a specification SP into several (say two) independent specifications (SP1 and SP2) by certain design strategy is to consider a refinement step of the following form:
SP ~p SP1 ® SP2
where the refinement map p : Str[SP1 @ SP2] "-, Str[SP] is the incomplete program expressing the design strategy at this decomposition step. The intention here is to implement the specifications SP1 and SPz independently by further refinements. The soundness for such independent further refinements is guaranteed by the monotonicity of ® with respect to the implementation relation.
Proposition 4.2 (monotonieity of ®) If SPi ~p , SP~ ~ (i = 1,2), then SPI ® SP2 ~pt~p~ SP~ ® SP~, ,,~he~ p~ ® t'~ = ~':Str[S~ ® SP~l.(p,(r~(s')),p~(~(~'))).
[] By the monotonlcity of ® and the vertical composition property of the implementation relation (Propo- In our discussion so far, we have only considered decomposition of a specification into several completely independent specifications. In practice, it is often the case that the sub-specifications are not completely independent but share some common structure: For example, one may decompose a specification of a parser into several specifications including AhsSyn for an abstract syntax tree generator and SymTab for management of the symbol table; these later two specifications both use symbols and symbol management functions which are specified by another specification Symbol. Note that a parser can only work correctly when AbsSyn and SymTab use the same realization of Symbol. Such a structure sharing can be dealt with by using E-types by considering the following specification operation ~, which has @ above as a special case.
SMuch attention has been paid to such structure sharing in the design of both programming languages (e.g., Standard 
~(se, P) ~E~p,,~ ~sP', P') where E(p,6) = ,W:Str[E(SP',P')]. (p(rl(s')),6(*q(s'),r2(s'))). D
Suppose P is of the form Aso:Str [SPo] . Pl(so) ® P2(so). Then, a refinement step
SP ==% ~SPo,P)
decomposes SP into three specifications SPo, Pl(so) and P2(s0); the latter two share a common structure specified by SPo. The above monotonicity result suggests one to decompose SP into SPo and (parameterized specification) P which are independent of each other (see section 5). Another way to look at the further refinement of ~(SPo, P) is to consider SPo and the following specification SP':
Ax[SP'I(f) =df Vm:Mod(SPo).Ax[P(f(r~(m)))](y(r~(m)))
In other words, we proceed to implement SPx(so) and SP1(8o) independently, assuming that s0 is an arbitrary realization of SPo. Note that SPo and SP' are independent of each other and they have a clear interface specified by II. To get a realization of ~(SPo, P), we simply put together any realization r 0 of SPo and the result of applying any realization of SP' to to.
Warning: Not all such decompositions can lead to solutions; in other words, one may go into a blind alley 7p and P~ are parameterlzed specifications and, when SP and SP t have the same structure type and p is the identity function, the condition for ~ here is to say that the parameterized specification P refines to P' through & See Definition 5.2 in section 5. is not feasible, we have to first refine S P 0 to SPg (with the same structure type) so that such a decomposition for ~(5:Pg, P) is possible, or we simply find an (intended) realization r0 of SPo and then implement P(ro). 
C o n s t r u c t o r s a n d s e l e c t o r s
Since the work by Burstall and Goguen on specification language Clear [BG80] , it has been generally accepted that specification operations play important roles both in modular design by refinement and in structuring specifications. For example, we can define the following simple specification operations which may often be used in structuring specifications:
• Joins: it ~puts together' the axiomatic parts of two specifications over the same structure type 5': if • Extend: it extends a specification by some extra structure-components and/or some axioms. 
Ax[Selp( S P)]( s') =,if Ax[S P](p(s') )
O Intuitively, the constructor Conp applied to specification SP' constructs as its realizations the images of p over the SP'-realizations, while the selector Selp applied to SP selects the inverse images of the SPrealizations by p. Interesting specification operations can be defined by using selectors and constructors. For example, Join and Extend discussed above can be defined in the following way:
• The operation Joins can be defined as
Joins( S P, S P') =dr Seld( S P ® S P')
where d = As:S.(s,s) : S --* S x S is the diagonal function over S.
• The operation Extend can be defined as
Extend(SP, Ext_S tr, Ezt_Ax ) =dr Jolns(Sel~, ( S P ), (S, Ezt_Ax ) ) where S = r,s:Str[SP]. Ezt_Str(s) and rl : S --* Str[SP] is the first projection function.
Another exaraple is that constructors can be used to play a role of 'renaming' and information hiding similar to the operation derive in specification language ASL [SW83, Wir86] . derive in ASL is based on a signature morphism from the signature of the resulting specification to that of the argument specification. Such am signature morphism a, when it is a signature inclusion, corresponds to a (forgetful) map p from the structure type of the argument specification to that of the resulting specification; and in such a case, Conp(SP) corresponds to derive SP from a. Similarly, the operation translate (see [ST88a] ) can be sim~ated as selectors.
It is also easy to verify the following basic properties of constructors and selectors.
SThe name 'constructor' comes from the similarity of this class of specification operations with Sannella and Ta~lecki's notion of constructor. See section 4.3.
Proposition 4.6 Let p : S' ~ S.
• Realizability:
if SP' : Spec(S') is realizable, so is Conp(SP');
2. if Sela(SP ) is realizable, so is SP.
• Monotonieitv:
~. for SP1, SP2 : Spec(S), S P 1 ~ 8P2 implies Selp(Sez) ==~ Selp(SP2).
C o n s t r u c t o r / s e l e c t o r i m p l e m e n t a t i o n
The constructor operations are very similar in spirit to the notion of constructors (functions between algebra classes) introduced in [ST88b], although they are semantically different. Sannella and Tarlecki have proposed the idea to suggest the following refinement methodology: starting from an initial specification SP to be implemented, one uses constructors to specify some specification which implements S P and goes on to implement the argument specifications of the constructors used in this step. Such a method applies to our setting as well. In fact, we can define a similar notion of constructor/selector implementation, which turns out to be equivalent to the notion of implementation we have defined. This enables us to relate our approach to that in algebraic specifications and gives a better understanding of the notion of implementation. • SP ~p SP'.
SP is implemented by SP' through constructor p (notation SP ~p SP') if S P =~ Cona(SP' ).
S P is implemented by SP' through selector p (notation S P ~ p S P' ) if
Proof The first and the last statements are intensionally equal (convertible) and they are logically equivalent to the second, n Constructors and selectors are essentially dual operations. They suggest different methodologies of refinement development of programs. The notion of selector implementation suggests a bottom-up approach to refinement, while that of constructor implementation suggests a top-down approach, which is usually taken.
Parameterization is a powerful abstraction tool both for modular design and for structured specification. A type theory with good structural facilities can provide powerful higher-order parameterization mechanisms for parameterized specifications as well as parameterized program modules.
In fact, we have seen an example in section 4.1, where we considered implementation of a specification of the form ~,(SPo, P). We pointed out there that there are at least two design decisions such a specification form may suggest: one is to decompose it into two independent specifications SPo and SP ~, where SiP' is a specification of parameterized program modules; another is to directly use the monotonicity property of the specification operation ~ to consider further refinements of the specification SPo and the parameterized specificatlon P. Taking this latter view, we must consider parameterized specifications and their implementations.
Of course, the need and usefulness of parameterized specifications in modular design and structuring specifications can not only be explained by a simple example. We would not elaborate this in this paper.
Among the large amount of literature on this are [BGS0, SW83, EM85] and in particular [SSTg0] where a recent nice account on this issue can be found.
Parameterized specifications
Parameterized specifications are functions in the type theory which applied to its arguments return specifications as results. In other words, parameterized specifications have types of the following forms:
IIx1:A1...IIx~:A~. S P E C or IIx1:A1...IIz~:A~. Spec(S) where n _> 1. Note that the forms of arguments to which a parameterized specification can apply are not restricted here; they can be any kinds of objects including structures (program modules), specifications and any knids of parameterized objects.
For example, we may parameterize the specification of stacks (see Example 3.3) in two different ways.
First, given any (non-empty) concrete data type A with a congruence relation, the parameterized specification returns a specification of stacks for that concrete data type. This can be done in the obvious way in our type theoretic setting, for example, the stack parametefized over concrete data types would look like Stack = AX:TypeAx:XAR:X --* X -, Prop. Stack(X,x, R) where Stack (X,x,R) is the same as Stack(N) except that N, 0 and =N are replaced by X, x and R, respectively. (Depending on different intentions of how Stack is to be used, one may require that R be a congruence by adding another argument to Stack or remove the argument R by using the Leibniz's equality over X.) Such a parameterization is over concrete program modules and the parameterized specification P involved in specification of the form ~(SP0, P) is of such a kind.
Considering structured specifications and modular design, we may parameterize a specification over specifications. This is what it normally means by parameterized specification in the algebraic approach to specifications (c.f., Clear [BG80] and other specification languages There is something to say before we give the example. A parametedzed spedfication S T A C K extending specifications by stacks can not take an arhitrary specification as its argument; the structure type of an eligible argument specification must have a distinguished type with some object. In the algebraic approach to specifications, this is usually done by considering a special specification (usually ca~ed Elem) as the parameter specification, which has only one sort and one constant of the sort (see [BG80] for example).
Satisfaction (or matching) of an argument specification to a parameter specification is through a signature morphism from the parameter specification to the argument. is of type Elem(Array(N)) and may be used in application of parameterized specification S T A C K below to generate a specification of stacks of arrays of natural numbers. E x a m p l e 5.1 ( S T A C K ) We define a parameterized specification S T A C K which, when applied to a specification whose structure type has a distinguished non-empty setoid, returns as result a specification which extends the the argument specification by a stack specification over the indicated setoid. We shall use the specification operation E x t e n d to define STACK. First, we define two preliminary functions for extensions of structure type and axioms, respectively.
• []
I m p l e m e n t a t i o n of p a r a m e t e r i z e d specifications
In a design process, it is often natural to decompose a specification into several specifications some of which are paraaneterized specifications. For example, when a specification is of the form P(SP) or ~(SP, P), a decomposition into SP and parameterized specification P may be desirable. Such a need calls for a notion of implementation between parameterized specifications. There axe two kinds of parameter types which often occur: the structure type of some specification, which we have seen in a specification of the form ~(SP, P), or a type of specifications (e.g., Spec(S) or SPEC).
In the latter case, it is important to consider the property of horizontal composition of the implementation relation [BGS0], since it guarantees we can implement a specification of the form P(SP) by implementing SP and the parameterized specification P separately. The above notion of implementation also enjoys the property of horizontal composition, when a parameterized specification is monotone with respect to the implementation relation between specifications. The property of horizontal composition shows that we can implement a specification of the form Po(SPo)
by independent refinements P0 ==era, ... ==*~. Pn and SPo ==~pl "" ==~p. SP,. Doing so, we do not need to verify the monotouicity of more than one of the parameterized specifications, since monotone parameterized specifications can only be implemented by monotone ones.
Proposition 5.7 Let P and P' be parameterized specifications over Par. Suppose P =~6 P'. Then, if the parameterized specification P is monotone, so is P', and vice versa.
Proof Suppose P is monotone via. f. Then P' is monotone via. the following flmctlon: The other direction is similar.
Finally, we remark that the above definition of monotonicity and proposition for horizont~ composition can easily be generalized to the case where parameterized specifications have more than one specification as arguments (Par is of the form Par1 x ... x Parn where Parl is either S P E C or Spee(Si)).
Conclusions
We have considered a type-theoretic approach to program specification and data refinement in a type theory with a strong logical power and good structural mechanisms. The higher-order facilities in the type theory provide useful mechanisms for modular design and structured specification. A notable a~vantage is that we have been able to formalize internally the notions like implementation in the type theory, and this enables us to use an implementation of the type theory (Lego) to develop the refinement maps (programs) and the correctness proofs of implementations. Thus, by means of type theory -a more restricted formalism compared with set theory, we have gained a good compromise between the model-theoretic approaches to specification semantics and implementation, which usually causes difficulties in finding suitable proof development supports, and pure axiomatic approaches which could not talk directly about model sets (and may suffer from a complicated notion of implementation, for example).
Discussions in this paper have omitted an important aspect about specification and implementation, that is, observational equivalence. In our setting, we can consider observational specification as well. For example, SanneUa and Tarlecki's notion of abstractor implementation (with observational equivalence as a special case, see [ST88b] ) can be similarly dealt with here by introducing the following specification operation:
• Abstractor: for an equivalence relation R over some structure type S, Abs 
Abs[R](SP) ~p SP'
Further research is needed to consider this topic in more details.
Among the related work, the work by Taylor, Pollack and the author on abstract reasoning [TL88, Luo89b] and Burstail's idea on deliverables [BM90] are most influential on this work (in particular, the basic notion of implementation between specifications). Sannella, Sokolowski and Tarlecki [SST90] have recently proposed their ideas of higher-order parameterization and are working on a specification formalism [ST90] which is based on ASL and a type system involving semantical inference. The author has appreciated very much their argument on the difference between parameterized specifications and specifications of program modules and this influences the careful distinction of these two in the final versoin of this paper. Our idea of using explicit congruence relations in specifications of abstract data types seems to be related to some similar ideas which appeared in algebraic specifications (see [WB89] and [MSV83] for example). The relationship of our approach to that in algebraic specifications is not clear yet.
Finally, there is a very interesting relationship between the researches in program development and in proof development systems which are developed for theorem proving. For example, the refinement proof development style in Lego has many common features compared with program development. A full-scale discussion on this is out of the range of this paper.
